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Abstract— This document gives TTS, an abbreviation for Text to Speech is a system which converts the input text to a
corresponding sound output. There are various techniques available for TTS. Out of those techniques, this paper uses
a combination of database and word breaking into syllables and if necessary barakhadi. A simple and limited database
of words is beauty of this project. A failed database search invokes barakhadi breaking.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Speech synthesis is the artificial production of human speech usually produced by means of computers. Speech
synthesis systems are often called text to speech (TTS) systems in reference to their ability to convert text into speech. In
speech synthesis, the input is standard text or a phonetic spelling, and the output is a spoken version of the text.
Speech generation is the process, which allows the transformation of a string of phonetic and prosodic symbols into a
synthetic speech signal. The quality of the result is a function of the quality of the string, as well as of the quality of the
generation process itself. Text-to-speech synthesis is a research field that has received a lot of attention and resources
during the last couple of decades for excellent reasons. One of the most interesting ideas is the fact that a workable TTS
system, combined with a workable speech recognition device, would actually be an extremely efficient method for
speech coding.
It is necessary to find out what is requested today from a text-to-speech system. Usually two quality criteria are
proposed. The first one is intelligibility, which can be measured by taking into account several kinds of units (phonemes,
words, phrases). The second one, more difficult to define, is often labeled as pleasantness or naturalness. Actually the
concept of naturalness may be related to the concept of realism in the field of image synthesis; the goal is not to restitute
the reality but to suggest it. Thus, listening to a synthetic voice must allow the listener to attribute this voice to some
pseudo-speaker and to perceive some kind of expressivities as well as some indices characterizing the speaking style and
the particular situation of elocution. For this purpose the corresponding extra-linguistic information must be supplied to
the system.
Most of the present TTS systems produce an acceptable level of intelligibility, but the naturalness dimension, the
ability to control expressivities, speech style and pseudo-speaker identity still are poorly mastered. However, users
demands vary to a large extent according to the field of application: general public applications such as telephonic
information retrieval need maximal realism and naturalness, whereas some applications involving professionals (process
or vehicle control) or highly motivated persons (visually impaired, applications in hostile environments) demand
intelligibility with the highest priority.
II. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure1 Block diagram of Speech Synthesis
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III. TEXT ENCODING
The text entered through keyboard is saved in output.doc file. The text encoding stage assigns each character a
predefined code. The entire text is converted into a string of code values. Codes are assigned to each character keeping in
mind the purpose of the software i.e. speech synthesis. So separate codes For example code of H (full consonant) is 72
while code of H² (half consonant) is 145.. Separate ranges of codes are assigned for consonants and vowels as shown
below,
Full Consonants :
Half Consonants :
Vowels
:

72 to 105
145 to 178
65 to 71 and 117 to 139

Two ranges of vowels divide the actual consonants and suffixes used for vowels. The range 65 to 71 is given for
vowels A Am B B© C D E Eo Amo Am¡ A¨ A: and the other range 117 to 139 is given for all the suffices
used for the vowels ,o p , s , w , y , ¡, §
Each word is represented as a string of code values separated by “|”. The words converted into the code string are
given in following table
Sr.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Word

MH«Ymas
H¥îUgma
Amg_mZ
H m¡ñVw^

Assigned code
77|145|97|89|116|97|120|
145|105|174|85|102|116|170|
65|116|102|95|116|163|
72|116|123|175|86|138|167|

Table1 : code string for different words

The next stage in the text encoding stage is inserting the rafars, kanas, anuswars & matras in proper position. The
pronunciation of rafar is before the character on which it is present whereas the pronunciation of anuswar is after the
character on which it is present. For example, in the word A&§VZ&©X the pronunciation of rafar is immediately after V
while pronunciation of anuswar is after A& .So the word A&§VZ&©X is actually stored as A& § V © Z&X.
The pronunciation of anuswar depends on the character that follows it. So when anuswar occurs, it is replaced by an
appropriate half consonant depending on the next character in the word. However when anuswar comes as the last
character of the word it has no nasal sound. Table shows the replacement for some of the characters with suitable
examples.

Table2 : Anuswar Rules

If the character is either ¥ or « or ç or ² then the previous consonant is made half while the character is replaced
by appropriate full consonant. Some examples are illustrated below.
d¥ is replaced by d² and é
à is replaced by n² and a
öçm is replaced by ö² and `m
IV. DATABASE MAINTAINED
Two databases are maintained viz. Audio database that stores the audio files and Textual database that stores the text
files corresponding to audio files in the audio database. The textual database is required to search the required word in
the audio database.
Audio Database
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WAVE file format is used for recording files. WAVE files are probably the simplest of the common formats for
storing audio samples. Unlike MPEG and other compressed formats, WAVE files store samples “in the raw” where no
preprocessing is required other than the formatting of the data. A separate sound file is created for each word. Details
of .wav file are as below
Audio Format
Pulse Code Modulation
Sampling Rate
11,025 KHz
Bits per sample
8 bits
Channel type
Mono
Audio Format
PCM
Bit Rate
88 kbps
Table3 : Details of recorded .wav file

Textual database
It consists of four entities
1) Code string of a word and syllable.
2) word and syllable
3) Wave filename that contains that word/syllabe.
4) The from and to positions of the word/syllable within that audio file.
MS Access database is used due to its simplicity & ease of use.
Table shows a format of a table in the textual database. Access database contains only last four columns i.e. code, word,
wave file name, from and to position.

Table4 : Snapshot of textual database(words)

Table5 : Snapshot of textual database(syllables)

V. DATABASE SEARCH
Database search is carried out in different conditions. They are as follows.
1. Word is present in database : The output from the text encoding stage is a string of code values separated by a
“|”. Now this string is searched in the textual database. If match is found it returns the name of the
corresponding audio file along with from and to positions. This information is stored in a intermediate file
which is later used by the concatenation module. The above method is repeated for the entire text. The output of
this module will be a file containing the wave file names along with from and to positions for each word found
in the textual database.
2. The word is not present in database : If the word is not present in database, the word is split into syllables.
Syllables are maintained into the database same as that of the words. Syllables are formed from the word using

CV(consonents- vowel) rules of Marathi language. In the database, code for the syllable, start
and end position of it in the word and file name is maintained.
e.g n&W© = n&a² + W
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An&aXe©H = A + n&a² + Xa² + eH
An&a = A + n&a
3.

And now these syllables are searched into the database.
The syllable is not present in database: If the syllable is not present in the database then it is cut into the
barakhadi.

VI. DIGIT PROCESSING
Numerical figures are unavoidable part of any text. Presently the algorithm is able to convert numerical figures up to 1,
00,000 into speech. Same algorithm can be applied to increase this range. The numbers from
0 to 100 are recorded
and stored in a wave file named digits.wav consecutively. The textual database stores the from and to positions of the
digits in the digits.wav file. Words
,
and
are recorded each being stored separately. To convert figures in
the text into speech, the software first checks whether the separated word is a numerical figure. If the separated word is
numerical figure then the Digit Processor comes into the picture.
Working of the Digit Processor is explained as follows:
Words one to ninety nine are recorded and stored successively in file named digits.wav, also words
,
AND
are recorded and stored in digits. wav. Also, This corresponds to the audio database for digit processing. The textual
database stores the from and to positions for each of the numbers stored in the audio database. The to and from positions
for each number are stored in a table named “digits ” in textual database. The place of the number is identified and then
appropriate suffices like

,

OR

are attached. e.g. consider synthesis of 12350.

Table5: Digit Processing Example

Algorithm
1. Check if the number is greater than 100000. If yes then continue otherwise follow step 12.
2. Get the quotient of no/100000 in variable quo. Store the remainder in variable rem for further processing.
3. Get the from & to position of the quo by querying the table digits in the textual database.
4.
5.
6.

Also Get to and from locations for the word
Get the quotient for rem/1000 in quo. Store the new remainder in variable rem for further processing
Get the from & to position of the quo by querying the digits table in the database.

7.
8.
9.

Also get the to and from locations of the word
Get the quotient for rem/100 in quo. Again store the new remainder in variable rem for further processing.
Get the from & to position of the quo by querying the digits table in the database.

10. Also get the to and from locations of the word
11. Finally get the from & to position of the number stored in the rem variable by querying the digits table in the
database.
12. If the number is less than 100000 and greater then 1000 than follow steps 5 to 11.
13. If the number is less than 1000 and greater than 100 than follow steps 8 to 11.
14. If the number is less than 100 than get the from & to position of the number by querying the digits table in the
database.
15. Stop.
VII.
CONCATENATION AND PLAY
This stage concatenates all the wave files for the different words in the text and makes a new wave file. The program
receives input as text document containing the names of all the files, which need to be concatenated in order to generate
speech corresponding to the text. The program concatenates the wave files written in the filenms.doc to generate
target.wav. The samples from individual wave files are read one at a time and appended to the new target.wav file. The
process is repeated till all the wave files in the filenms.doc have been concatenated. The data length for the new file
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target.wav is updated at every loop and finally written to target.wav. All the wave files are opened in the binary mode.
This is done because the data in these files can be accessed only in binary mode.
VIII.
CONCLUSION
The word which is present in the database, is not broken into the syllables due to which joint point is absent and hence it
sounds natural. If the word is not present in the database, it breaks into syllables and if syllable is not present then only it
is broken into barakhadi. Due to syllable approach presence of joint point reduces and the naturalness of the speech
output comparatively increases.
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